
 

 

 

 
Cookie Table 

 

Strictly Necessary 

Cookie Notice Purpose Expires 

ARRAffinity Used for load balancing to ensure page requests are routed to the same server in any browsing 
session. 

Session 

CMSCookieLevel Specifies which cookies are allowed by the visitor. 1 year 

ASP.NET_SessionId Preserves the visitor's session state acro ss page requests.  Session 

 
 
Performance 

Cookie Notice Purpose Expires 

_gid Cookie is associated with Google Universal Analytics. It stores and updates a unique value for each 
page visited. 

A few seconds 

_ga Cookie is associated with Google Universal used to distinguish unique users by assigning a randomly 
generated number as an identifier. Used to calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the site’s 
analytics reports. 

2 years 

_ga_xxxxxxxxxx This party cookie used by Google for statistical purposed. 1 year 

  



 

 

Functional 

Cookie Notice Purpose Expires 

ARRAffinitySameSite Cookie ensures page requests are routed to the same server in any browsing session. Session 

CMSPreferredCulture Cookie set by the Kentico CMS to identify the language of the page, stores a language-country code 
combination. 

A few seconds 

CMSCurrentTheme Stores the name of the current visual theme to provide proper design to the dialog windows. A few seconds 

 
 
Targeting 

Cookie Notice Purpose Expires 

_gat_UA-nnnnnnn-nn This is a pattern type cookie set by Google Analytics, where the pattern element on the name 
contains the unique identity number of the account or website it relates to. 

A few seconds 

CONSENT Third party cookie used to detect if the visitor has accepted the marketing category in the 
cookie banner. 

1 year 

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE Third party cookie is set by YouTube to keep track of user preferences for YouTube videos 
embedded in sites; it can also determine whether the website visitor is using the new or old 
version of the YouTube interface. 

180 days 

YSC Third party cookie is used by YouTube to remember user input and associate a user’s actions. Session 

VISITOR_PRIVACY_METADATA This a third-party cookie used by Meta to record your visits to websites, pages visited and the 
links followed. 

180 days 
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